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רנגסי'   

Shehiya Part 2 – Additional strategies 
Last week we discussed the usage of a blech to 
allow shehiya of uncooked food in a pot on a stove 
from before Shabbos. This week we include 
further solutions to allowing uncooked food to be 
left on a heat source from before Shabbos as well 
as contextualizing these strategies as relevant to 
a number of different cooking appliances that are 
common nowadays. In doing so we will also 
elucidate some of the pros and cons of using 
these appliances.  

Crockpots and shehiya- covering the base with 
silver foil  

Crockpots are commonly 
used today to cook the 
Shabbos cholent for the day 
meal.  A crockpot that has a 
knob thus allowing for the 
option of cooking on a lower 
or higher setting is analogous 
to a regular stove which has 
essentially the same options 
and therefore also presents a problem of shema 
yechate-one may come to adjust the temperature 
setting in order to facilitate faster cooking.  The 
most obvious solution is to have the cholent at 
least partially cooked and edible from before 
Shabbos (Ma’achol ben drusai) in which case there 
is no requirement to have the crockpot in a status 
of garuf v’katum. But if there is no time to cook 
the cholent to this extent from before Shabbos we 
will need to find other solutions. 

Whilst in the case of a regular stovetop most 
poskim allow for the usage of a blech for 
Halachically undercooked food, we need to 
consider the logistics as well as the efficacy of 
doing the same with a crockpot. The only way 
really is to cover the inside of the crockpot with 
silver foil so that the whole heating element is 
covered with the option of also covering the knob 
on the outside as discussed last week in the case 
of the regular stove. The problem with this 
solution is that the mainstream understanding as 
to the mechanism underlying Katum is that this 
achieves a certain diminution in heat transfer just 
as the application of ash reduced the heat of the 
coals in the pre-modern era.  We saw last week 
that the Chazon Ish did not accept that a regular 

blech on a stove caused enough 
of a heat reduction and the same 
argument can and should 
certainly be made in the case of 
using a layer of silver foil within 
the confines of the base of the 
crockpot and the pot that is 
inserted and sits within. It is 
unlikely that this scenario will lead 

to any heat reduction at all and so the mere fact 
that the heat source is covered should not be 
effective. This argument notwithstanding, the 
Poskim albeit reluctantly, allow for this set up. 
This is particularly the case according to the 
Shevet Halevi who aligns his rulings more with 
the Maharam Shik and the Hagahos Mordechai 
who approve of   any covering of a fire even those 
not resulting in a significant heat reduction to be 
included in the definition of katum (see 253 :3 for 



the source of this ruling). Reb Shlomo Zalman also 
has a problem with the fact that the silver foil may 
tear easily as well as a lack of a recognizable 
adjustment for those who any way covers the 
inside of their crockpots for cleanliness. The 
solution to both of these issues is to double up on 
the silver foil insert making it more durable as well 
acting as a deviation from the usual single layer 
covering to protect the base from food.  

It should be noted that although we are 
discussing Shehiya, this particular method which 
involves covering the element in the crockpot will 
also allow for chazara on Shabbos as long as other 
criteria (to be discussed in future weeks) are also 
satisfied. 

Tuach B’tit- “sealing” the knob  

Yet a further solution can be found based on an 
analysis of the Halachos presented in Siman 254. 
There the Shulchan Aruch discusses the case of 
roasting meat next to an open fire contained 
within an oven and how the restriction of shehiya 
applies to this scenario. The 
Rama suggests that a way to 
avoid the concern of shema 
yechate (stoking the coals) is to 
seal the door of the oven closed 
with clay viz, tuach b’tit (This is 
in contradistinction to the 
understanding of the Mechaber 
who also agrees to this heter but 
for a completely different 
reason such that its application is much narrower 
and   is not relevant to our discussion). The 
Chazon Ish suggests  that a modern application of 
this solution would be to somehow effectively  
“lock” the knob of the relevant electrical utensil 
and in doing so, render it practically difficult to 
access the knob and adjust the temperature much 
in the same way that plastering shut the oven 
door prevents one from interfering with the fire 
.The Orchos Shabbos suggests according to   this 
approach of the Chazon Ish  one could stick down 
a piece of sticky tape over the knob of the 
crockpot thereby rendering  the crockpot  with  a 

status of tuach b’tit to allow shehiya of an 
undercooked cholent to  be put up just before 
Shabbos. To be sure, this solution is a completely 
new entity quite separate to garuf v’katum and as 
such will not help to allow chazara (returning a pot 
to flame on Shabbos) which indeed requires the 
crockpot to be considered garuf v’katum.  

Tuach B’tit- Removing the knob  

The Shevet Halevi adds yet a further solution – 
removal of the knob from the appliance; he holds 
that this also achieves the same objective as 
sticking the knob down.  

Tuach B’tit -Electrical Urns  

 It should be noted that this solution is also a 
practical way to allow for someone who forgot to 
boil hot water for Shabbos until close to the zman. 
Whilst it is clearly not possible to achieve garuf 
v’katum by covering the element of an electrical 
urn, one could either stick down the knob or even 
completely remove it and then proceed to put on 

the urn with cold water just before 
Shabbos. Tangentially we note that 
in order for water to be considered 
sufficiently cooked for Shabbos 
(ma’achol be drusoi), one should be 
able to make a cup of tea or coffee 
with this water.  

Kidra Chaysa- the addition of raw 
meat  

A further solution is brought down by the 
Shulchan Aruch (253:1)- if a piece of raw meat is 
placed in the cholent or other food immediately 
before Shabbos, then the concern for shema 
yechate is not relevant as no matter how much 
one will “stoke the coals” the food will not be 
ready for the Friday night meal yet   it will be 
ready by Shabbos morning even without” stoking 
the coals”. The Biur Halacha (253: s.v Masiach 
Daato) writes that this allowance is applicable 
even if the cholent or other food will be ready 
later in the evening as long as it will first be ready 
after the evening meal is over. Once it clearly will 



not be ready for the evening meal, one abandons 
any thoughts of having it until the next day and 
will not come to be mechate. 

When should the raw meat be added? 

The Mishnah Berurah (253:10) writes that this 
expediency is allowed only if the meat is 
completely raw at sunset. The Chazon Ish (37:22) 
explains that one could only put up a pot on a 
stove shortly enough before sunset as long as it 
will not reach yad soledes bo by sunset for that is 
when the cooking process begins according to 
him. Other Poskim disagree and maintain that 
even though the cooking process may begin 
when the temperature reaches yod soledes bo, the 
food itself is still deemed raw until it has cooked 
for at least a minimal amount of time. 
Accordingly, one may continue to keep over the 
fire raw food that has even reached yad soledes bo 
at sunset.  It is reasonable to assume that to place 
the meat raw into the cholent 18 minutes before 
sunset when most people are mekabel Shabbos, 
would be an acceptable 
practice. 

As it is now summer (in 
Melbourne) and most 
people are mekabel 
Shabbos early well 
before sunset, it would 
seem that this solution 
may not be so practical 
as sunset may be   even 
more than 2 hours after one is mekabel Shabbos. 
Some Poskim do maintain that if the food is 
indeed raw at the beginning of that particular 
person’s Shabbos that suffices, notwithstanding 
the fact that the food will already be partially 
cooked but   not edible at sunset itself. However, 
most Poskim disagree with this approach and 
require the food to still be raw at sunset itself.  

The problem with the heter of kidra chayso  

In truth however a much bigger issue stands in 
the way of applying this heter in the modern era, 

and a concern that exists even in the winter 
months. This relates to the fact that most modern 
ovens and stove tops are much more efficient 
than the old style kirah and tanur of the pre- 
modern times of the Shulchan Aruch. Hence the 
concern that one may come to “stoke the coals” 
or adjust the flame on a stove is relevant today 
even if raw meat is added to a pot at the optimal 
time of sunset. Consider that most people come 
home from shule after Maariv on Friday night 
about 1- 1.5 hours after sunset. Then add the 
time to have the first 1-2 courses of fish and soup 
which takes us at least to a total of 2 hours from 
sunset. By this time most modern cooking 
appliances will have easily cooked the meat in the 
pot to a point of at least partial edibility and as 
such it would seem that the concern of shema 
yechate would still apply. This is a concern 
especially in light of the Biur Halacha who states 
that for this solution to apply the food may not be 
possibly ready for the evening meal despite all 
efforts.  

It has been suggested that this 
is where a crockpot may have 
a distinct advantage over 
other modalities of cooking. 
As crockpots are, by 
definition, slow cookers, any 
meat placed in them at sunset 
will usually not be ready to be 
eaten at the time of the 
evening meal even when 

cooking on a high setting, provided the meal is 
begun within a reasonable time frame.  This very 
same factor may also mitigate at least to some 
extent the issue of maintaining the meat within 
the halachic status of raw when one is mekabel 
Shabbos earlier than usual such as in the summer 
months.  

The Shabbos Platta (hot plate) and Shehiya 

Instead of a blech covering an open fire, many 
have the custom to use a Shabbos platta to keep 
food warm from Erev Shabbos.  Simply put, where 
the platta has a knob to facilitate an adjustable 



heating setting, we would consider this appliance 
no better than a regular stove and the usual 
precautions of covering the platta and /or the 
knob would be required if one wanted to do 
shehiyah. Alternatively, on may also employ the 
solution of tuach b’tit and tape down the knob 
which would allow for shehiya but not for chazara. 
However, most plattas only have an on /off 
switch in which case there is no concern that one 
might come to adjust the temperature. Under 
these circumstances   most Poskim agree that 
shehiya is permissible without any pre-Shabbos 

modifications. We say “most Poskim” as there is a 
debate as to what the Chazon Ish would have said 
about this appliance given that he did not permit 
the usage of a blech. Whilst the talmidei Chazon 
Ish (cited in Orchos Rabeinu) claim that he would 
not have allowed it either (lo plug), the Shevet 
Halevi who documents an extensive debate with 
the Chazon Ish as to the permissibility of a blech, 
states that the Chazon Ish would have agreed 
that a platta would be permissible given that there 
is no physical possibility to adjust the 
temperature.  

   By Ari Traurig

Siman 253 Seif 1,2,5 – Chazorah Part 2 – If the food has gone cold 

Last week Charts 1 and 2 were presented which contained the five Conditions to allow Chazorah lechatchila.  

This week Chart 3 is presented which details the 5th Condition which is perhaps the most complex of the five 
Conditions. 

First a few extracts from last week that will assist in understanding Chart 3:  

 What does Lechatchila mean when 
discussing… What does Bedieved mean when discussing… 

…Chazorah If the pot has been taken off the heat 
source, can it be returned? 

Once the pot has been returned to the heat source, 
can the food be eaten? 

 

Extract from Chart 2 (last week)  

Condition #5 Reason behind Condition 

#5.  Temperature of food – machlokes 
whether must still be Yad Soledes 
(Mechaber) or just did not become cold 
(Rema)  

Machlokes as to whether this is required just so as not to 
transgress the melacha of bishul (Gra) or is it so that it does not 
appear as if the food is being placed on the fire for the first time 

(Magen Avraham). (BH u’bilvad) 

 
  



Chart 3 – Chazorah Chart for Condition 5 (assumes all other Conditions 1-4 are fulfilled except where noted)  

 
The food has been fully cooked, taken off the fire and now returning to the fire… 

…by a Jew? …by a Non-Jew? 

Food is now cold 
– dry foods 

Magen Avraham forbids even 
bedieved but the Gra permits even 

lechatchila. MB68 quotes the Magen 
Avraham l’halocha, but the BH 

(u’bilvad) supports the Gra and the 
Chazon Ish agrees with the Gra that 

permitted (D79 on MB68). 

If the heat source is gerufa or ketuma: Magen Avraham forbids 
even bedieved but the Gra permits even lechatchila. MB68 
quotes the Magen Avraham l’halocha, but the BH (u’bilvad’) 

supports the Gra and the Chazon Ish agrees with the Gra that 
permitted (D79 on MB68). 

If the heat source is not gerufa or ketuma: the BH (s.v. l’hachem) 
is lenient on the following where being done by a Non-Jew but 

the Chazon Ish (D128,129) disagrees: 
- Bedieved, the food would be permitted after it has cooled 

down, and one does not need to wait till motzei Shabbos.  
- L’tzorech Shabbos, one can permit even lechatchila for the 

Non-Jew to warm up the cold dry food.  

Food is now cold 
–foods with 

liquid 

Both Mechaber and Rema forbid 
even bedieved due to melacha of 

bishul. 

Returning directly onto heat source and Non-Jew has been 
instructed by a Jew: Both Mechaber and Rema forbid even 

bedieved due to melacha of bishul1. The food is forbidden even 
after it has cooled down, until Motzei Shabbos after the time of 

‘bichdei sheyaaseh’ has elapsed, as a penalty for instructing a 
Non-Jew.  

Returning directly onto heat source however the Non-Jew is 
doing of his own accord to benefit a Jew: Lechatchila, one must 
stop the Non-Jew from returning the pot. Bedieved, if the Non-
Jew has already returned the pot, the food is permitted once it 

has become cold again (MB 96). 
If not returning directly onto heat source but ‘next to’ the heat 

source: MB95 permits bedieved as some opinions don’t 
consider it bishul and it was done by a Non-Jew; and if l’tzorech 

Shabbos and no other solution, BH s.v. l’hachem (and Chazon 
Ish agrees, D130 there) is lenient even lechatchila for a Non-

Jew. 

Food is still warm 

The Mechaber does not permit even 
bedieved as it transgresses the 

melacha of bishul (according to his 
opinion, MB54). 

The Rema permits lechatchila as long 
as the food is still warm (and all other 

Conditions are fulfilled).  

The Mechaber does not permit even bedieved as it transgresses 
the melacha of bishul (according to his opinion, MB54). 

Rema: Even if the heat source is not gerufa or ketuma, MB97 
permits the food bedieved (keeping in mind Chart 2 that the 

food is fully cooked).  

Food is Yad 
Soledes Both Mechaber and Rema agree that lechatchila permitted (Mechaber 2). 

                                                           
1 Where the fire is not gerufa or ketuma, this is assur even bedieved, even by a Non-Jew as the food is now cold (SH 96).  
If the fire is gerufa or ketuma, from the Rema at location MB 95 the implication is that it is also forbidden.  
However an argument could be made that perhaps in a bedieved situation by a Non-Jew we could rely on opinions don’t consider reheating 
liquids to be bishul quoted by MB95 (which are against the Rema but MB95 nonetheless quotes).  
On the other hand, this also enters the same machlokes between the Magen Avraham and the Gra quoted above by dry foods. Therefore 
in order to be lenient, we would have to rely on two leniencies:  
1. That we hold of the opinions quoted by MB95 that don’t consider reheating cold liquids to be bishul (against the Rema), and  
2. That we hold of the Gra that putting cold food on a heat source is not an inherent issue of Chazora (against the Magen Avraham).  
It could be that that the MB95 and BH s.v. l’hachem avoid the scenario of returning food with liquid directly onto a heat source that is 
gerufa or ketuma (and only discuss returning ‘next to’ the heat source), perhaps due to a reluctance on having to be lenient on both 
disputes. 
However an alternative answer as to why MB 95 and BH s.v. l’hachem only discuss returning ‘next to’ the heat source is that perhaps the 
Conditions of Chazora are relaxed when only returning ‘next to’ the heat source and not directly on the heat source, and therefore the 
more common scenario is being discussed (as practically it would be uncommon for the food to become cold while it is still being held in 
one’s hand). This needs clarification as it seems from the BH s.v. lismoch (and Rema there) that only the Condition of gerufa and ketuma 
is not required when returning ‘next to’ a heat source, however all other Conditions are still required. See also MB 15 and D27, 28 there. 
See also D30 in Siman 259 on Klala D’Milsa for a summary. 



 סימן רסז
Accepting Shabbos Early 
By Eliezer Chaim Lucas (7th grade) 

 

In סימן רסז סעיף ב, the Shulchan Aruch says that 
one should Daven Ma’ariv on Friday night earlier 
than it is said on a weekday. The Mishna Berurah 
adds that since the Kehilah is Mekabel Shabbos 
when the Chazzan says Borchu, then by Davening 
Ma’ariv earlier we are accepting Shabbos before it 
comes in and in this way we fulfill Tosefes 
Shabbos. 

There are also a few other opinions when a person 
is mekabel Shabbos. The Mishna Berurah says in 

א סעיף קטן לאסימן רס  and סימן רסג סעיף קטן נח 
says we have the Minhag to say  מזמור שיר ליום

 we are מזמור שיר ליום השבת When we say .השבת
mekabel Shabbos. In a place where the minhag is 
to say לכה דודי, we are mekabel Shabbos when we 
say בואי כלה בואי כלה in  דודילכה . But why aren’t 
we Mekabel Shabbos earlier when we say  פני
 This means that in the future we will  ?שבת נקבלה
be Mekabel Shabbos. Another way we can be 
Mekabel Shabbos by saying in Birkas Kerias Shema 
 Saying this shows that it is now .מעריב ערבים
night, meaning that it is now Shabbos. Also by 
saying the words וראשר בדב , we are accepting 
  .קדושת היום

Torah Ohr – The Importance of Learning Seder Kodshim 
Summarised by: Dov Bensky (7th grade) 

Perek 5 

The nature of people is to be assign importance to 
Mitzvos which in general people view as 
important, and to Ch’v disregard or not be careful 
about other Mitzvos. (For example, people think 
that pig is the epitome of Non-kosher, however, in 
some instances just 1 bug is 6 times the amount of 
isurim in one kezayis of pig.)  This explains why 
Kodshim is so neglected, as people tend to only 
assign importance to the ‘Yeshivish’ Masechtos in 
Nashim and Nezikim. However, if one ever 
stopped and, thought for himself, one would 
understand, that specifically because it’s 
neglected, we need to strengthen our learning of 
it. Someone who is truly serving Hashem2 would 
realize that he is meant to learn every mesechta- 
not just the ones commonly learned. Those who 
contend that Kodshim doesn’t Ch’v have enough 
Chochmoh, must answer for the Chazal that 
darshens the word chochmoh3 to be referring to 
Kodshim. There is tremendous reward for those 
who are machadesh chidushei Torah, and since 
few have learnt Kodshim, there is great reward 
available in it.

                                                           
2 Not his peers 
3 In the posuk “Vehoyoh Emunas…” 

Perek 6 

The posuk in Malachi states: Zichru Toras Moshe 
Avdi Asher Tzivisi Bechorev Al Kol Yisroel Chukim 
Umishpotim. The next Posuk discusses the arrival 
of Eliyohu Hanovi with the final Ge’ulah. The 
Midrash explains that after the Ge’ulah, Hashem 
will announce that whoever learnt or had a part in 
learning Torah should come take its reward. The 
Goyim will then come and claim that all their 
efforts were for the Yiden. After refuting this, 
Hashem will then ask us what we remember of the 
Torah. Imagine the embarrassment and disgrace, if 
we answer that we disregarded an entire Seder. 
The world could Ch’v cease to exist. 

Perek 7 

It says in Ha’azinu about the Torah: “Ke Hu 
Chayaichem V’orech Yomaichem…” This is saying 
that essence of the life of our Neshomoh is Torah 
and a Neshomoh cannot survive without this 
Chiyus. The Posuk then goes on to say “Hishomer 
L’cho Pen Tishkach...” describing the harsh 
ramifications of forgetting the Torah. If the 
punishment is so harsh, then kal vachomer the 



reward for Limud Hatorah is extremely great. 
Torah protects & sustains us in Olam Haboh as 
well. This is why R’ Shimon Bar Yochai was so 
perplexed about how people could put so much 
time and energy into Olam Hazeh pursuits. Since 
we are really here to learn Torah and because 
Kodshim is such an integral part of Chumash, 
Mishnayos and Gemoroh, it must also be learnt. 
The Posuk in Tehilim says: ‘Toras Hashem 
Temimah, Meshivas Nofesh”. When does the 
Torah complete one’s soul? When it is learnt 
entirely.  

Perek 8 

The Posuk in Mishlei declares that the Torah is 
dearer than pearls. This is difficult to understand, 
as the Torah is obviously greater than any 
inanimate object. However, the way Torah’s value 
can be compared to pearls. A) The same way that 
the rarer a pearl is, the more it is worth, so to, the 

reward for Torah is much greater for Sedorim like 
Kodshim that are rarely learnt. B) A pearl’s value is 
dependent on its weight. However, a pearl double 
the weight of another, will be worth tens of times 
more. This is true by Torah as well, as evident that 
one who does chazarah 100 times, cannot be 
compared to one who does chazarah 101 times4.  
This applies to Kodshim the following way. Even if 
one learns the entire Seder Nezikin, they are 
learning the Drashos behind 2 or 3 Parshiyos. 
Learning Kodshim however, is learning Kim’at an 
entire Sefer, and is therefore in a sense thousands 
of times greater than other Masechtos.  

Clarification of a typo last week: 

If one had an important court case, he would think 
of all his available tactics, to be Zocheh in Din. 
Learning about Korbonos, is perhaps our most 
powerful tool to silence the Satan. 

 

 סימן רסז

1. Tachanun is not said during Mincha on erev 
Shabbos.5 [Mechaber 1] 

2. One should recite המלעות שיר  before reciting 
Birchas Hamazon on erev Shabbos after midday. [MB 
1] 

3. Even one who always davens mariv after nightfall 
may daven mariv early on Friday night.  However, 
one who davens mariv early should make sure that he 
davens Mincha before Plag Hamincha in order to 
avoid a 6.תרתי דסתרי [MB 3] 

4. Some say one can daven both Mincha and Mariv 
after Plag Hamicha, before nightfall when davening 
betzibur.  One should only rely on this when davening 
Mariv after shekiya (bein hashemashos). [Ibid.] 

5. One who davened Mariv before Plag Hamicha is 
not yotzei and must daven again after Plag 
Hamincha.7 [MB 4] 

6. When making an early Shabbos, ideally one should 
make sure to eat a kezayis of bread after nightfall. 
[MB 5] 
7. One should not begin the Shabbos meal within 
thirty minutes of nightfall.  One who finds himself 
within this time period should wait until nightfall, 
recite Kriyas Shema, and then commence the 
Shabbos seuda. [MB 6] 

8. One who, on Friday night, recited “ שומר עמו
 should ”...ופרס סוכת שלום“ instead of ”ישראל לעד
correct himself if he catches the mistake within  תוך
 while one ,לאחר כדי דיבור If he only realized  .כדי דיבור
can no longer correct the mistake one need not 
repeat the beracha. [MB 9] 

 סימן רסח

9. One should be careful, when reciting דשתאתה ק  
for Mariv shemone esrei of Shabbos, to pause 
between the words לשמך and תכלית. [MB 1] 

10. The custom is to recite בהחו ונוי  Friday night, בו 
Shabbos Shacharis and בם for Mincha. [Ibid.] 

 

                                                           
4 Chagigah Tes b  
5 The reason being that since it is close to Shabbos.  This applies 
even when davening mincha gedolah. [MB 1] 

6 A contradiction. Either the time after Plag Hamincha, before Tzeis 
Hakochavim is the time for Mariv or for Mincha but it cannot be 
simultaneously the time for both. 
7 The same applies to someone who accepted Shabbos before Plag 
Hamincha. 



 The Weekly Mussar  
Adapted from the sefer ְלדֹוְפֵקי ִּבְּתׁשּוָבה 

If a person only wears tzitzis on three of the four 
corners of his garment, we do not say that he has 
fulfilled ¾ of the mitzvah of tzitzis. He has not fulfilled 
any mitzvah at all since the four corners are all 
essential in order to do this mitzvah. This concept 
does not apply to the mitzvah of teshuvah: If one only 
manages to do part of the teshuvah-process, it is 
worth something. In example: if one regrets that he 
spoke lashon hara, he has achieved a lot in his process 
of achieving forgiveness and kaparah in Hashem’s 
eyes, even if he does not accomplish more than that. 
Likewise, if one only stops speaking lashon hara but 
does not regret having spoken it, there is value to that 
as well. Although there can be no true forgiveness 
unless one also 1) said viduy, 2) accepted upon himself 
not to repeat the aveirah, and 3) actually distanced 
himself from the aveirah (ַעִזיַבת ַהֵחְטא) – even one 
part of the steps of teshuvah helps a person 
immensely. Even thinking to oneself that it would be 
good to do teshuvah without actually doing any of the 
steps of teshuvah, will assist in minimising the 
punishment for an aveirah (2:30). 
 
If a person did teshuvah on only part of his aveiros, he 
does get a kapparah for those aveiros he did teshuvah 
for, although he has not yet merited to do teshuvah 
for all his aveiros. Although it is truly difficult to 
change completely and do a full teshuvah for all of a 
person’s aveiros, it is nevertheless entirely possible 
to make a small start. A good place to start is to do 
teshuvah for one’s speech, and make sure that one 
does not violate any aveiros with his words. After a 
while of making proper speech habitual, one can move 
on to improve his thoughts, what he looks at, and 
eventually his actions. If a person moves slowly up the 
ladder he can eventually merit doing teshuvah on all 
aveiros (2:30 quoting Chofetz Chaim Sefer Beis Yisrael 
Ch. 6). 
 
The aspect of teshuvah that is called ַעִזיַבת ַהֵחְטא – 
not doing the aveirah anymore – is not isolated to the 
future. It includes fixing up the past as well (i.e. paying 
up for something that was stolen or approaching 
another person to ask for forgiveness). It is also 
important to note that ַעִזיַבת ַהֵחְטא also includes 
avoiding situations that - although technically may be 
permissible – can lead to aveiros. Therefore it is 
important to keep in mind that when doing teshuvah 
for an aveirah, that one understands what led him to 
do this aveirah, so that he can avoid those pitfalls in 
the future (2:33-34). 
 
 


